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Customization is key at Dugg Burger. The original Dugg Burger, located in Casa Linda Plaza, is a
standout in Lakewood and they recently opened a Dugg Burger in Plano, drawing fans there. Their
casual space and laid-back atmosphere make it a great spot for a quick lunch or a dinner.

Dugg Burger offers a casual setting in Lakewood.

Order at the counter and walk through the toppings
line to customize your burger.

Dugg Burger's create-your-own options are broad enough to please everyone but not too large to
overwhelm when creating your perfect burger. First, you simply pick the number of patties you want
and your cheese preference. From there, Dugg Burger scoops out the top of a freshly baked bun to
make room for all of your toppings. While your burger is cooking, you go through the line to select
your goodies.
Options include typical fresh ingredients with a twist. They offer dressed lettuce (tossed in their house
made vinegarette dressing), grape tomatoes and pickles. For sauce options, they have everything
from barbecue, mustard, ketchup and their own specialty Dugg sauce. We went with the special
sauce of the day - a housemade spicy ranch. The last stop is their specialty cooked items like sauteed
mushrooms, fire-roasted jalapenos, caramelized onions, crispy onion strings and hickory-smoked
bacon. Choose freely as these delicious topping come at no additional cost, which is quite refreshing.
Our favorite part of the Dugg Burger menu is their rotating lucky 13 ingredient. It varies between items
like bruschetta, grilled pineapple, hatch chiles, mac n cheese and more.

We tried a double patty burger with pepper jack
cheese, pickles, bacon and lots of barbecue sauce.

The scooped out bun offers plenty of space for
toppings!

No burger is complete without a side of fries, so we went with the combo that featured a side of
crispy thin Dugg fries and a drink. If you're looking for something with a kick they also offer a
selection of craft beer and wine featuring names like Noble Rey Brewing co., Community, Revolver
and more.

If you happen to save room for dessert, you can't
go wrong with a classic milkshake or their
unbelievable bread pudding - made from a family
recipe using that extra bread scooped out of the
buns. Both are the ideal way to cure any postburger sweet tooth cravings.
Overall the experience at Dugg Burger is much
like their burgers, one-of-a-kind. From the
friendly staff to their create-your-own burgers, we
can't wait for more locations to open.

The decadent bread pudding is to die for. {Photo Dugg
Burger's Website}

